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Chapter 1 

 

 

General Introduction 

 

 

1. Orofacial Clefts 

1.1. Clinical and Epidemiological Aspects 

Orofacial clefts (OFC) are congenital defects that arise from failure during the 

embryological process of closure of lip and palate, resulting in the cleft of these 

structures. Cleft lip may be unilateral or bilateral, and either can be restricted to the lip 

(cleft lip only, CLO) or reach the alveolus (gum) and the pre-incisive foramen palate 

(cleft lip and palate, CLP; Figure 1A-B). In the most severe cases, palate is affected 

anteriorly (pre-incisive foramen cleft) and posteriorly (post-incisive foramen cleft), 

being called complete cleft palate (Figure 1C-D). Cleft palate can also occur without cleft 

lip (cleft palate only, CPO), and is usually restricted to the posterior palate (Figure 1E; 

(Schutte and Murray, 1999; Gorlin and Cohen Jr., 2001). 

OFC constitute the most prevalent group of congenital craniofacial 

malformations, with a worldwide prevalence estimated as 1:700 liveborn babies 

(Mossey et al., 2009). Epidemiological findings support the division of OFC in two 

distinct disorders: cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CL/P) and CPO (Fogh-Andersen, 

1942; Fraser, 1955; Gorlin and Cohen Jr., 2001). As it will be discussed in the following 

section, differences in embryonic development of lip and palate also support this 

division.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The prevalence of CL/P

Africans (~0.3:1,000), intermediate in Europeans (~1:1,000) and higher in East Asians 

(1.4-2.1:1,000) and Amerin

2001). In addition, low socioeconomic level

(Murray et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2012)

frequently estimated as 1:2

Jr., 2001). In European populations, 

differences are also observed in sex ratio

80% of cases – and CPO prevailing in women)

first-degree relatives (3-4% for CL/P and 2% for CPO; 

Based on the presence of additional malformations or comorbidities, 

classified as syndromic or nonsyndromic. Nonsyndromic cases

(nonsyndromic CL/P, NSCL/P) and 50% of CPO (non

and Moore, 2004; Jugessur et al., 2009)

Figure 1 – Most common types of cleft affecting the palate.  (A) 

involvement; (B) Bilateral cleft lip with alveolar involvement; 
cleft palate; (D) Bilateral cleft lip with complete cleft palate; 

CL/P varies substantially across populations: it

(~0.3:1,000), intermediate in Europeans (~1:1,000) and higher in East Asians 

rindians (~3.6:1,000; (Vanderas, 1987; Gorlin and Cohen Jr., 

socioeconomic level is correlated with higher incidences of CL/P

(Murray et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2012). On the other hand, the prevalence of CPO, 

frequently estimated as 1:2,000, does not show ethnic heterogeneity (Gorlin and Cohen 

In European populations, on which most of studies have been conducted

ved in sex ratio (with CL/P being more frequent in men

and CPO prevailing in women), and in empirical recurrence risk

4% for CL/P and 2% for CPO; (Gorlin and Cohen Jr., 2001)

Based on the presence of additional malformations or comorbidities, 

syndromic or nonsyndromic. Nonsyndromic cases account for 

/P, NSCL/P) and 50% of CPO (nonsyndromic CPO, NSCPO; 

and Moore, 2004; Jugessur et al., 2009). Generally, NSCL/P and NSCPO do not segregate 

Most common types of cleft affecting the palate.  (A) Unilateral cleft lip with alveolar 
Bilateral cleft lip with alveolar involvement; (C) Unilateral cleft lip with complete 
Bilateral cleft lip with complete cleft palate; (E) Cleft palate only. Adapted from 

(Brito et al., 2012b). 
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: it is lower in 

(~0.3:1,000), intermediate in Europeans (~1:1,000) and higher in East Asians 

(Vanderas, 1987; Gorlin and Cohen Jr., 

with higher incidences of CL/P 

he prevalence of CPO, 

(Gorlin and Cohen 

been conducted, 

with CL/P being more frequent in men – 60-

recurrence risks among 

(Gorlin and Cohen Jr., 2001).  

Based on the presence of additional malformations or comorbidities, OFC can be 

account for 70% of CL/P 

syndromic CPO, NSCPO; (Stanier 

. Generally, NSCL/P and NSCPO do not segregate 

Unilateral cleft lip with alveolar 
Unilateral cleft lip with complete 
Cleft palate only. Adapted from 
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within a same family, reinforcing the etiological differences between these entities. 

Nevertheless, co-segregation of both forms may occur in some syndromic forms (Dixon 

et al., 2011). Up to date, there are more than 500 syndromes that include OFC as part of 

the phenotype, according to OMIM database (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man). 

Individuals affected by OFC often experience difficulties in feeding, which still 

implies in mortality, specially in developing countries (Carlson et al., 2013). Dental, 

speech and hearing problems may be also present. Since OFC are readily noticed facial 

defects, affected individuals habitually face serious adversities in social engagement, 

leading to a psychological burden (Marazita, 2012). Therefore, the complete 

rehabilitation of the patient with OFC demands reparative surgeries (multiple, starting 

from 3 months of age until adult life) coupled with a multidisciplinary treatment. Given 

the relatively high prevalence of OFC and its costly treatment (estimated as US$100,000 

for a single patient; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, http://www.cdc.gov; 

(Waitzman et al., 1994), these disorders represent an important problem to the health 

care system. Therefore, understanding the etiological factors and mechanisms that lead 

to OCF may, ultimately, help to treat and prevent these disorders. 

 

1.2. Embryology  

The normal closure of lip and palate comprehends a sequence of finely 

coordinated steps of cell growth, proliferation, migration, differentiation and apoptosis. 

Any punctual disturbance in the biological processes of this chain of events may perturb 

the subsequent events, eventually leading to OFC (Leslie and Marazita, 2013). 

Lip morphogenesis starts in the 4th week of development, when the neural crest 

cells (NCC) delaminate from the neural folds and migrate to the developing craniofacial 

region through the mesenchymal tissue. NCC migration gives rise to the five facial 

primordia: one frontonasal, one pair of mandibular processes and one pair of maxillary 

processes (Figure 2A). In the following weeks, the frontonasal prominence originates, at 

its lower portion, the medial and lateral nasal processes (1 pair each; Figure 2B). Upper 

lip and primary palate are formed when the maxillary processes touch and fuse with the 

medial nasal processes, which occurs until the 7th week (Figure 2C; (Jiang et al., 2006). 

Therefore, failure during growth or fusion of these prominences results in cleft of the lip, 

which may reach the alveolus and primary palate (Figure 1A-D).  
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The morphogenesis of secondary palate begins in the 6th week, when the 

maxillary processes originate a pair of palatal shelves, located laterally to the developing 

tongue (Figure 2D). Initially, the palatal shelves grow vertically and, during the 7th week, 

they advance horizontally above the tongue, until they contact each other (Figure 2E). 

The subsequent fusion of the palatal shelves depends on the degeneration of an 

epithelial seam at the midline (Figure 2F), which is achieved by cell death and epithelial-

mesenchymal transition (Mossey et al., 2009; Twigg and Wilkie, 2015), allowing a 

homogeneous mesenchyme in the palatal tissue, at the 10th week (Kerrigan et al., 2000). 

At this time, oral and nasal cavities are completely separated, but failures at these events 

will lead to cleft palate (Figure 1E). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Lip (A-C) and palate (D-F) embryogenesis. (A) Frontonasal prominence, 
maxillary processes and mandibular processes surrounding the oral cavity, at 4th week of 

development. (B) By the 5th week, medial nasal and lateral nasal processes are formed, as well 
as the nasal pits. (C) At the end of 6th week., medial nasal processes fuse with maxillary 

processes, giving rise to superior lip and primary palate; lateral nasal processes originate nasal 
alae, and mandibular processes originate the mandible. (D) By the 6th week, the palatal shelves 

originate from the maxillary processes, and grow vertically. (E) The elevated palatal shelves 
grow horizontally at the 7th week, positioned above the tongue, and reach each other. (F) By 
the 10th week, palatal shelves fuse with each other, following the degeneration of a midline 

epithelial layer. Adapted from (Dixon et al., 2011). 
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1.3. Etiology  

Syndromic OFC may arise from gene mutations, chromosomal abnormalities or 

environmental factors, such as exposures to teratogens during the first trimester of 

pregnancy.  NSCL/P and NSCPO, on the other hand, are complex disorders, with most of 

cases presenting multifactorial inheritance, where genetic and environmental 

susceptibility factors may play a role (Dixon et al., 2011).   

Several environmental factors have been associated with increased risk of 

NSCL/P and NSCPO but contradictory findings are often observed. Among these factors, 

are maternal exposure to tobacco, alcohol consumption, obesity, infection, poor 

nutrition (and lack of nutrients such as folate, zinc and vitamins in general) and 

teratogens (as valproic acid; (Mossey et al., 2009; Dixon et al., 2011). 

Evidence for a strong genetic role for NSCPO susceptibility has been obtained 

from studies on heritability and recurrence risk (Mitchell and Christensen, 1996; 

Nordstrom et al., 1996). However, probably due to the lower prevalence of NSCPO, most 

of studies have focused on NSCL/P, which is also our main interest. 

The genetic contribution to NSCL/P has been evidenced by heritability studies in 

different populations. Twin studies indicate phenotypic concordance of 40-60% for 

monozygotic and 3-5% for dizygotic twins from Denmark (Christensen and Fogh-

Andersen, 1993; Mitchell et al., 2002); high heritability has also been observed in other 

European countries (reaching 84% in Italy; (Calzolari et al., 1988), China (78%; (Hu et 

al., 1982) and Brazil (reaching 85%; (Brito et al., 2011).  Another evidence for this 

genetic role comes from recurrence risk, which is 20-30 times higher in 1st-degree 

relatives of affected individuals than the population risk (Sivertsen et al., 2008; Grosen 

et al., 2010). Extensive research has been conducted in order to uncover the genetic 

basis of NSCL/P, and several susceptibility loci have emerged in the recent years. 
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2. Genetics of NSCL/P: Approaches and Risk Factors 

2.1. Linkage and Candidate Gene Association Studies 

A variety of approaches has been used to explore the genetic etiology of NSCL/P. 

Gene mapping strategies such as linkage and association studies has historically been 

the most popular. Linkage analysis relies on the co-segregation between genetic 

markers and the disease in families (Altshuler et al., 2008). Although several loci had 

been suggested by genome-wide linkage analysis, significant LOD-scores were firstly 

reached only in a meta-analysis, for the chromosomal regions 1q32, 2p13, 3q27-28, 

9q21, 14q21-24 and 16q24 (Marazita et al., 2004). 

Association analysis, under case-control or family-based design, was initially 

applied to candidate genes. Therefore, this approach required previous knowledge 

about the genes, before including them in the studies (Altshuler et al., 2008). Although 

many susceptibility loci were suggested by candidate gene studies, the vast majority 

was nonreplicable across studies (Leslie and Marazita, 2013). A single remarkable 

exception was IRF6 (1q32), firstly associated with NSCL/P by (Zucchero et al., 2004), 

and consistently replicated thenceforth (Jugessur et al., 2008; Rahimov et al., 2008). 

Moreover, heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in IRF6 lead to van der Woude 

syndrome (VWS1, MIM#119300), the most common syndromic form of OFC (Kondo et 

al., 2002).  

 

2.2. GWAS and the Common Susceptibility Variants 

The scenario dramatically changed with the genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS), which allowed association studies to be performed in genomic level, without 

bias regarding the need of a priori knowledge of candidate genes (Kruglyak, 2008). 

GWAS relies on the common disease-common variant (CDCV) hypothesis for complex 

diseases, which predicts that the allelic spectrum of the disease (i.e., all disease-

contributing variants) is predominantly composed of frequent variants (originated from 

a common ancestor and maintained in the population) of low individual effects (Reich 

and Lander, 2001; Schork et al., 2009);. In this manner, these studies were made 

possible thanks to a deep characterization of the patterns of genetic variation in human 
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genome, provided by the Human Genome Project (Lander et al., 2001) and the HapMap 

Project (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). 

(Birnbaum et al., 2009) conducted the first GWAS on NSCL/P, and found 

association of a group of markers in a 640-kb interval at a gene desert in 8q24 region, 

which was confirmed shortly after by a second GWAS (Grant et al., 2009). The third 

GWAS came from an expansion of Birnbaum’s sample, and implied two new loci (10q25 

and 17q22), besides having replicated the associations of IRF6 and 8q24 (Mangold et al., 

2009). Differently from the three previous GWAS, which used case-control design and 

only populations of European origin, (Beaty et al., 2010) carried out a family-based 

GWAS with a mixed sample of European and Asian individuals. This study reported, for 

the first time, significant associations of 1p22.1 and 20q12, and suggested that 

association of these and previously reported loci may vary across populations. A meta-

analysis of Mangold’s and Beaty’s data uncovered new associations, expanding to 12 the 

number of variants implicated by GWAS (Ludwig et al., 2012). Moreover, it confirmed 

the 8q24 locus as the strongest association in NSCL/P (Box 1). Recently, (Sun et al., 

2015) conducted the fifth GWAS on NSCL/P, the first on a totally non-European sample 

(the Chinese population). A new susceptibility locus was revealed in this study (16p13), 

reinforcing the importance of testing populations other than Europeans. All loci 

associated by GWAS are summarized in Table 1.  

Several studies have endeavored to replicate these associations in different 

populations. Not rarely, they failed in detecting association for some loci. As an example, 

8q24 association was extensively replicated in European populations, but not in Asians 

or Africans (see Box 1). A drawback in many replication studies, however, is that they 

generally focus on testing the top-SNP at each GWAS-associated locus. In consequence, if 

this SNP lays in a different haplotypic block than in European populations, lack of 

association will probably be observed (Kruglyak, 2008). In addition, if the top-SNP is 

rare in a given population, the study’s statistical power to detect association will 

dramatically decrease, as association studies are powered to detect common variant 

(Murray et al., 2012). Therefore, these possibilities should be considered before 

assuming non-association of a candidate locus in a new population.  

In general, the major NSCL/P susceptibility loci uncovered by GWAS have been 

shown to increase only a small risk, which, collectively, do not explain a significant 

proportion of the populational risk to the disease (Leslie and Marazita, 2013). The 

arising question of where this non-explained genetic risk would be hiding was termed as 
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“missing heritability”, and it is a common debate for most of complex disorders, (Maher, 

2008; Manolio et al., 2009). Nonetheless, if in one hand GWAS have failed to explain a 

vast component of NSCL/P heritability, on the other, they did provide insights on new 

pathways involved with the disease (Visscher et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2014). 

 

Table 1 – Genomic loci significantly associated with NSCL/P by GWAS 

Region Top SNP 

Main 

candidate 

gene(s) 

P-value Risk (95% CI) Associations in GWAS 

1p22.1 rs560426 ARHGAP29 3.1×10−12 
RRhet=1.42 (1.24–1.62); 

RRhom=1.86 (1.56–2.23) a 
Beaty et al., 2010; 

Ludwig et al., 2012 

1p36 rs742071 PAX7 7.0×10-9 
RRhet=1.316 (1.13–1.54); 

RRhom=1.878 (1.52–2.32) a 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

1q32.2 rs861020 IRF6 3.2×10−12 
RRhet=1.44 (1.27–1.64); 

RRhom=2.04 (1.60–2.60) a 

Birnbaum et al., 2009; 
Mangold et al., 2009; 

Beaty et al., 2010; 
Ludwig et al., 2012; 

Sun et al., 2015 

2p21 rs7590268 THADA 1.3×10-8 
RRhet=1.42 (1.23–1.64); 

RRhom=1.98 (1.47–2.66) a 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

3p11.1 rs7632427 EPHA3 3.9×10-8 
RRhet=0.73 (0.64–0.83); 

RRhom=0.61 (0.49– 0.76) a 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

8q21.3 rs12543318  1.9×10-8 
RRhet=1.27 (1.11–1.46); 

RRhom=1.68 (1.40–2.01) a 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

8q24 rs987525 MYC 5.1×10-35 
RRhet=1.92 (1.66–2.22); 

RRhom=4.38 (3.39–5.67) a 

Birnbaum et al., 2009 
Grant et al., 2009 

Mangold et al., 2009; 
Beaty et al., 2010; 

Ludwig et al., 2012 
Sun et al., 2015 

10q25 rs7078160 VAX1 4.0×10-11 
RRhet=1.38 (1.21–1.58); 

RRhom=1.94 (1.58–2.39) a 

Mangold et al., 2010 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

Sun et al., 2015 

13q31.1 rs8001641 SPRY2 2.6×10-10 
RRhet=1.31 (1.13–1.51); 

RRhom=1.86 (1.54–2.26) a 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

15q22.2 rs1873147 TPM1 
7.9×10-7 

 
RRhet=1.43 (1.23–1.67); 

RRhom=1.65 (1.34–2.04) a 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

16p13 rs8049367 
CREBBP 

ADCY9 
9.0x10-12 ORadd=0.74 (0.68-0.80) b Sun et al., 2015 

17p13* rs4791774 NTN1 5.1x10-19 ORadd=1.56 (0.71-0.83) b Sun et al., 2015 

17q22 rs227731 NOG 1.8×10-8 
RRhet=1.23 (1.08–1.40); 
RRhom=1.67 (1.40– 2.0) a 

Mangold et al., 2010 
Ludwig et al., 2012 

20q12 rs13041247 MAFB 6.2×10-9 
RRhet=0.84 (0.74–0.94); 

RRhom=0.55 (0.45–0.66) a 

Beaty et al., 2010; 
Ludwig et al., 2012; 

Sun et al., 2015 
RR: Relative risk; hom: homozygous; het: heterozygous; ORadd: Odds ratio using additive model. 
a Data retrieved from Ludwing et al. (2012). 
b Data retrieved from Sun et al. (2015)  
* Also marginally associated in Beaty et al., 2010 
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2.3. Resequencing Studies and the Rare Variants 

One hypothesis that addresses to the missing heritability question relies on the 

role of rare variants, typically defined as <1% (Maher, 2008). Alternatively to the CDCV 

hypothesis, some researchers argue that the major genetic contributors to common 

diseases would be rare, moderate-to-high effect variants distributed in the population. 

According to this common disease-rare variant (CDRV) hypothesis, a combination of 

only few rare, high-effect variants would be necessary to cause the disease in an 

individual, and most of disease’s phenotypic variation and expressivity observed in 

population would be attributed to different allele combinations, under additional 

influence of environmental factors (Bodmer and Bonilla, 2008; Schork et al., 2009; 

Gibson, 2012). 

BOX1: 8q24 locus 

The association of a 640-kb interval at 8q24 represents the most prominent finding of 

GWAS on NSCL/P. The association of the top-SNP rs987525 has been consistently 

replicated in populations from Europe (Cura et al., 2015), Central America (Rojas-

Martinez et al., 2010), Brazil (Brito et al., 2012c) and Middle-East (Aldhorae et al., 2014). 

Nonetheless, replication studies have failed in finding association in Asian and African 

populations (Beaty et al., 2010; Weatherley-White et al., 2011; Figueiredo et al., 2014). 

At least in Asian populations, this lack of association is thought to be consequence of 

low statistical power, due to low allele frequency, since larger studies find suggestive 

signals of association (Murray et al., 2012). In addition, (Boehringer et al., 2011) and (Liu 

et al., 2012) have reported association of 8q24 locus with normal variation of human 

facial traits. Because no known gene is present at this region, a regulatory role has been 

proposed since its identification (Birnbaum et al., 2009). In fact, (Uslu et al., 2014), 

studying the syntenic murine locus, found that a 280-kb region within the NSCL/P 

associated interval is enriched for long-range regulatory elements of the proximal gene 

MYC. In addition, deletions of these elements frequently led to facial dysmorphologies, 

including cleft lip / palate. At the cellular level, the authors verified that deletion of these 

regions were correlated with lower Myc expression and enriched expression of genes 

involved with ribosome assembly and transcriptional, suggesting that abnormal cell 

proliferation is a possible mechanism by which deletion of these elements causes 
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Sequencing strategies have been the most suitable approach to detect rare 

variants implicated with diseases (Manolio et al., 2009). Resequencing of genes 

associated with NSCL/P by GWAS has found possibly pathogenic rare variants in 

ARGHAP29 (Leslie and Murray, 2012), MAFB and PAX7 (Butali et al., 2014). In addition, 

the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies stimulated a genome-wide 

hunt for rare variants, by means of exome and genome sequencing. With the progressive 

drop in NGS costs, coupled with increase in throughput, this approach has become 

accessible by many research groups studying common diseases (Do et al., 2012; O'Roak 

et al., 2012). Recently, exome sequencing in NSCL/P patients has enabled the 

identification of possibly pathogenic variants in new genes, such as CDH1, at 16q22.1, 

(Bureau et al., 2014) and DLX4, at 17q21.33 (Wu et al., 2014), among other putative 

candidates (Liu et al., 2015). 

Nevertheless, attributing a pathogenic role for a given rare variant is not a trivial 

task. Firstly, classifying a given variant as rare requires the availability of large 

population databases; in this regard, databases such as the 1000 Genomes Project 

(1kGP; http://www.1000genomes.org/) and the Exome Variant Server / NHLBI Exome 

Sequencing Project (ESP6500; http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/) are valuable 

starting points. However, many populations, including Brazilian, are poorly represented 

in these databases. Therefore, local databases are of great relevance for identifying local 

common variants. Secondly, incomplete penetrance and genetic heterogeneity are 

expected to occur within families segregating complex diseases under the CDRV model, 

which may represent a confounding factor in exome sequencing studies that seek for  

co-segregation of variants in families (Cooper et al., 2013). Even though, multiplex 

families still retain the best chances of finding a rare, pathogenic variant.  
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Objectives 

 

 

Our main objective is to find the major susceptibility variants / loci underlying 

NSCL/P in the Brazilian population. We aimed to explore the broad spectrum of allele 

frequency (either rare or common variants) in NSCL/P, by means of different strategies. 

In this respect, our objective can be divided as follows: 

 

a) Identify rare, moderate-to-high effect variants underlying NSCL/P in familial 

cases, under two main hypothesis: (i) affected relatives sharing a major causative locus, 

which may vary among families, and (ii) affected relatives presenting at least two 

moderate-effect risk variants, not necessarily the same (i.e., genetic heterogeneity of 

moderate-effect risk variants within a family). 

 

b) Investigate the role of common, low-risk variants in NSCL/P etiology, by (i) 

characterizing the 8q24 susceptibility locus in the Brazilian population, attempting to 

narrow the 640-kb interval previously associated; (ii) replicating some of the GWAS hits 

and (iii) seek for new susceptibility factors, combining association analysis and 

expression quantitative trait loci mapping.  
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Chapter 7 

 

General Discussion and Conclusions 

 

 Although several research groups have been engaged in the search for genetic 

factors underlying NSCL/P, much of its heritability is still barely understood. In this 

regard, the CDCV x CDRV debate in NSCL/P addresses part of this question, exploring 

the role of common and rare variants in NSCL/P etiology. 

We successfully identified rare variants in the Epithelial-Cadherin gene leading 

to NSCL/P. This work consisted in one of the first publications to correlate CDH1 

variants with NSCL/P, and comprises, up to now, the largest collection of NSCL/P 

patients with CDH1 mutations. A remarkable finding of this study was that a high 

proportion (15%) of our families with more than 2 affected individuals harbors a causal 

CDH1 variant. Similar studies with different populations would be of extreme 

importance in order to corroborate the importance of this gene in familial cases of 

NSCL/P.  Alternatively, a higher prevalence of CDH1 mutations in Brazilian population 

might be related to founder effect of a few pathogenic alleles. 

From a total of nine families with exomes sequenced, we were able to identify 

the causal variant in two (both harboring a mutation in CDH1). The success obtained for 

these two families was a direct consequence of the number of affected members and the 

availability of DNA samples. In addition, the big size of the families allowed us to 

sequence distantly related individuals, which dramatically reduced the variants that 

remained after filtering steps. That was not the situation for the majority of our families;  

for those, we needed to use literature data for prioritizing the best candidate variants. A 
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potential drawback of this strategy is that we tend to prioritize only genes with known 

functional data, particularly those with some relation with craniofacial structures. 

Broadly speaking, if the analysis is based on our current knowledge, we diminish the 

chances of implicating a poorly studied gene, with unknown function or relation with 

craniofacial development. To overcome this limitation, we are putting effort in 

sequencing the exome of extra relatives from some of our families (e.g., F886 and 

F1843). Notwithstanding, we believe that the enrichment of candidate genes related to 

PCP pathway, microtubules and cell adhesion are unbiased findings, since it was found 

after variant prioritization. Taken these results together, we suggest that genetic 

heterogeneity is underlying NSCL/P in at least one of our families (F886), and rare 

variants associated with high penetrance may explain the phenotype in six out of our 

nine families. In our evaluation, these results deeply encourage the application of exome 

sequencing in further familial cases. 

 In the meanwhile, we established cdh1-mutant zebrafish lines, in order to 

investigate how cdh1 mutations lead to OFC. Among all homozygous mutants we 

generated, we only observed phenotype (embryo lethality) for the frameshift deletion 

(double knockout). We then generated compound heterozygous with the frameshift 

deletion and the in-frame mutations, to explore the possibility that one of our in-frame 

mutations could lead to a degree of protein impairment, but without causing embryo 

lethality. However, none of the compound heterozygous led to a phenotype, suggesting 

that these variants do not compromise the function of the protein. In face of this 

limitation, we are currently performing alternative strategies to phenotypically evaluate 

the absence of E-cadherin in zebrafish, to test the two-hit model for variants in cdh1. As 

an example, we plan to inject a small quantity of wild-type mRNA in double-knockout 

embryos. We believe that, overpassing the critical period of gastrulation, we will be able 

to assess cdh1 knockout phenotypes in late embryo stages.  

 To explore the role of common variants in NSCL/P etiology, we choose to 

characterize the best-associated locus 8q24, and search for new loci through an eQTL 

mapping-based association analysis. The high admixture degree of Brazilian population 

introduces a powerful confounding factor that needs to be accounted for. For this 

reason, we have used a structured association approach, which takes advantage of 

information on individual ancestry components of cases and controls before performing 

the association tests. Differently from our previous reports (Brito et al., 2012a; Brito et 
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al., 2012c) we used here an AIM panel composed of biallelic SNPs and a larger sample 

set.  

Our association study narrowed the previously associated 8q24 locus to a 310-

kb interval, composed of multiple linkage disequilibrium blocks. The most significant 

SNP reported here (rs987525; p=4.8x10-8; ORhet=2.10 [1.65-2.68 95%CI]; ORhom=3.23 

[2.19-4.79 95%CI]) coincided with the same found in GWAS. Our odds ratio estimates 

corroborate the moderate effect previously suggested (Birnbaum et al., 2009); 

nevertheless, we should bear in mind that they are based exclusively in allele 

frequencies, without any correction for population structure, and thus subjected to 

stratification bias, which could lead to under or overestimated values. Our associated 

interval overlaps with a putative regulatory element, hs1877, in the previously defined 

MYC Medionasal Enhancer Region. These results may indicate that this regulatory 

element confers the most critical risk among the regulatory elements implicated with 

facial morphogenesis of this gene desert. On the other hand, we diminish the relevance 

of IRF6 SNP rs642961 in susceptibility to NSCL/P in our population. Our results are 

consistent with recent findings that suggest that the association observed for IRF6 may 

be driven by other variants (Sun et al., 2015), even though a functional role has been 

attributed to this variant (Rahimov et al., 2008). Finally, we also reported, for the first 

time in our population, the association of a marker in 20q12 region. It has been 

suggested that MAFB gene may be driving this association (Beaty et al., 2010). 

Accordingly, we have recently included MAFB gene in a targeted NGS panel and we will 

be able, in the near future, to analyze its coding region in ~200 NSCL/P patients.  

 Lastly, we applied an eQTL-based association study to seek for new NSCL/P 

susceptibility genes. We opted for this approach as an alternative to GWAS, since it 

directly investigates regulatory variants. We revealed, for the first time, the association 

of eQTLs for MRPL53 gene (2p13.1). To endorse the validity of this association (and, in 

consequence, of this approach), we have tried to find a second evidence of an etiological 

role for this gene. Nevertheless, we have failed in finding association in a re-analysis of 

the meta-analysis study (Ludwig et al., 2012) with imputed SNPs at 2p13.1 locus 

(Ludwig, personal communication); furthermore, no pathogenic variant was found in 

the resequencing of MRPL53 in Brazilian NSCL/P patients. Therefore, the emerging 

challenge is to establish a functional link between this gene and the disease.  

 In conclusion, the present work evidences the role of rare variants in NSCL/P 

etiology, suggesting CDH1 as a major contributor for moderate-to-high effect variants. In 
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addition, we also provide insights into the association of major susceptibility locus at 

8q24, and report association of 2p13.1 locus, possibly implicated with MRPL53 gene. 
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Chapter 8 

 
 

Abstract 

 

 

Orofacial clefts (or cleft lip / palate) are congenital malformations with high 

prevalence in population (~1:700 births). Among the orofacial cleft types, an 

etiologically distinct group is composed by cleft lip with or without cleft palate, which, 

in 70% of cases, is not accompanied by other malformations (nonsyndromic cleft lip 

with or without cleft palate, NSCL/P). NSCL/P presents complex etiology, often with 

multifactorial inheritance. Although important, the genetic contribution to NSCL/P is 

still poorly comprehended, and the susceptibility loci that have been associated with 

NSCL/P do not explain the totality of the disease’s heritability. In light of this, our aim 

was to investigate risk variants for NSCL/P by means of different strategies. With 

exome sequencing for NSCL/P familial cases, we report that the epithelial cadherin-

encoding gene contributes with rare, moderate-to-high risk variants to NSCL/P 

etiology. In addition, we suggest an etiological contribution of genes laying in planar 

cell polarity pathway, or involved with epithelial-mesenchymal transition, cell 

adhesion, cell cycle regulation, and interaction with microtubules. Using structured 

association approach, we narrowed the associated interval of 8q24 region in a 

Brazilian population, and also validated the association for 20q12. Finally, by 

combining association analysis with eQTL mapping, we found association of 

regulatory variants of MRPL53, in 2p13, with NSCL/P. In conclusion, this study 

contributes with a deeper comprehension of the etiological role of rare and common 

variants for NSCL/P. 
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Resumo 

 

As fissuras orofaciais, ou fissuras labiopalatinas, são malformações prevalentes na 

população mundial, presente em cerca de um a cada 700 nascimentos. Dentro das 

fissuras orofaciais, um grupo etiologicamente distinto é composto pelas fissuras de 

lábio com ou sem fissura de palato, que, em 70% dos casos, não estão associadas 

a nenhuma comorbidade (fissuras de lábio com ou sem palato não sindrômicas, 

FL/P NS). A etiologia das FL/P NS é complexa, e em muitos casos apresenta 

herança multifatorial. A contribuição genética para as FL/P NS, embora sabidamente 

relevante, ainda é pouco conhecida. Ainda, os loci de suscetibilidade 

consistentemente associados às FL/P NS, não conferem um risco que explique a 

herdabilidade total da doença. O objetivo do presente trabalho foi investigar, por 

meio de diferentes estratégias, variantes de risco às FL/P NS. Utilizando 

sequenciamento de exoma em casos familiais, verificamos que o gene codificante 

da caderina epitelial, CDH1, contribui importantemente com variantes raras de efeito 

moderado a alto na etiologia das FL/Ps. Além disso, propusemos que também 

podem ter relevância etiológica genes envolvidos na via de polaridade planar celular, 

transição epitélio-mesênquima, adesão celular, regulação de ciclo celular ou de 

interação com microtúbulos. Por meio de um estudo de associação com correção 

para estratificação populacional, caracterizamos o intervalo de associação da região 

8q24, o principal locus de suscetibilidade às FL/P, e identificamos associação 

significativa também para a região 20q12. Por fim, combinando o estudo de 

associação com mapeamento de eQTLs, encontramos pela primeira vez a 

associação entre marcadores na região 2p13, que regulam MRPL53, em FL/P NS. 

Em conclusão, este trabalho contribui para o melhor entendimento da relevância de 

variantes raras, de efeito moderado a alto, e comuns, de efeito pequeno, na etiologia 

das FL/P NS. 
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